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NEWS

Welcome to another new year of SolexOz. 2007 saw the birth of our club, 2008 was a year of great
memories and much growth and 2009 promises to be an even more exciting year.
Our website is truly up and running and our membership continues to grow with many new friends
joining our group, sheds and barns continue to give up there treasure trove of rare and interesting
Solex finds, although the supply appears to be drying up.
This year will see the 50th anniversary of our beloved 1700 model: we hope to celebrate the event with
the largest gathering of one model of Solex ever seen in Oz. Currently there are at least 8 1700’s being
refurbished, bringing the total number of 1700’s on our register to 29.
2009 has already got off to a great start with our first run on January 5; those who attended claimed it
to be one of the best they have been on, (See Recent Events). Our Portsea Run in February looks to be
another good one and our April event will be the French car Festival at Waterfront City.
So buy a new spark plug and a litre of fuel get ready for all the action.
One of the rarest of models in Australia is the 3300; only two have been on our register up to now,
being owned by Don.S and Geoff. However, a third example has turned up in Geelong, This very
original and little used 3300 has spent 36 years in a shed on a property at Quambatook South of Swan
Hill in northern Victoria. It has a nice rustic patina and the motor has hardly had any use and goes like
a rocket. Ted is looking after this Solex for me and is tidying it up for future use. It is fitted with a
Simplex lock, an after market aluminum footplate and other extras.
The one and only 1400 from New Zealand is now running and goes very well, I am waiting on few parts
from France to finish it off, the 1400 was the last model made without a clutch and is quite an unique
bike to ride.
Marty from Geelong came on our January run and loved every minute, he is waiting for a Blue 3800
Lux to arrive from Germany and about to start work on a recently found 1700. Marty also took the
fabulous photos that appear on our photo page of our last run, quite superb!
Also from Geelong, Bev and Bruce, Citroen enthusiasts, have purchased my Packer 3800; Bev is a
relative of the Packer family and could not resist the temptation to purchase this Solex. After many
trips to France and admiring these great French icons, they were not only surprised to find a Solex in
Australia but also a club. Welcome Bev and Bruce hope to see you on a run soon.
Frances and Andrew have kept us up to date on their travels in Antarctica and South America: sounds
like a fascinating trip. They will be back home early February and I am sure they will be anxious to get
back into the Solex saddles and inhale a few deep breathes of 2 stroke.
For the record, SolexOz now has over 40 friends owning over 70 Solexes.
As SolexOz continues to grow and now having our own website, it has been decided that members
can now read and download our monthly newsletter straight from the site: we will send out an email to
all members each month advising them when the new newsletter has been posted on the site. Also, it
is now possible to download previous copies of our newsletters.

RECENT EVENTS
Our January run turned out to be one of the most memorable for some time. Although a short low key
run, it had the essence of what our club is all about, lots of fun and shared interest.
Starting from “Toad Hall”, we did a short tour around some of South Melbourne’s Historic buildings
and then a wild thrash around the Albert Park Grand Prix circuit. Then it was down to one of our clubs
favorite coffee stops, the Lamborghini cafe in Kerferd Road for a natter, caffeine and croissants.
After arriving back home Ted produced his yet to run 1700 motor and asked how he should go about
getting it running. In a blinding flash the pit crew of Bryan, Ern and Geoff went into action with
spanners flying, parts everywhere and with Ted thinking, “Why did I ask that?” However, within an
hour the motor burst into life and the look on Ted’s face made it all worthwhile. Marty captured the
whole process with a series of great photos. I do not believe many clubs catch this spirit of fun and
simple excitement.
Those attending were Ern on Pli (alpha), Ted 3300, Marty 3800, Bryan on Gerard (1700) and Geoff on
Oto. (3800) In addition, Peter and Hazel attended, though arriving in a more mundane form of
transport.

COMING EVENTS
Sunday February 8 --- Portsea Coastal Park Run.
The date for this run has been altered; it will now be on Sunday not Saturday as previously stated.
This will be a 10am start at Sorrento. Ern is organizing this run and will be sending out details next
week.

Sunday March 15 --- Ted’s Maribinong River Jaunt to the Teahouse.
Sunday April 5 --- French Car Festival at Waterfront City.
Saturday and Sunday early May --- Bright Weekend.
Sunday June 14 --- Yarra Trail Run to Andrew & Frances’ Treasure House.

DATING YOUR SOLEX
We are often asked how owners can accurately determine the year their Solex was built, Solex motor
numbers are considered to be only way to do this. Frame numbers were only stamped on Solexes
exported outside France. Frame numbers are rarely found on Solexes in France, as there were no
registration requirements. On models up to the 2200 the frame number was usually stamped on the
frame above the pedal and stand assembly, from the 3300 model onwards the frame number appeared
just behind the weld on the frame behind the stem post this was stamped vertically. When a new
model was released, the model number was rounded off closest to the motor number i.e. when the
1700 was designed and released in October 1959 the motor number was 1702029 or after 1.7 million
Solexes had been built.
A list of all models, dates and motor numbers will available on our website very shortly, it will be
possible to download this chart for your records.
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